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1 Introduction

Algorithm 1 ComputeResolvents(F )

Recent work on Stochastic Local Search (SLS) for the SAT
and CSP domains has shown the superior performance of SLS
over traditional backtracking algorithms on a broad range of
problem instances. In this paper, we report on a technique for
enhancing the performance of SLS solvers by incorporating
a preprocessing phase in which resolution is used to deduce
consequences of the input clauses, exposing hidden structure
in the problems which the solvers are then able to exploit.
In the next section we describe the resolution procedure
and briefly review some of its uses in SAT solvers. In the
subsequent section, we report the resolution enhanced procedure for SLS solvers and outline one enhanced SLS solver,
namely R+AdaptNovelty+, based on AdaptNovelty+ [Hoos,
2002].
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2 Resolution-based Preprocessing
Resolution is a rule of inference widely used in automated
deduction [Quine, 1955; Davis and Putnam, 1960; Robinson, 1965]. In the world of complete search, it is sometimes
used to enhance the performance of complete SAT solvers.
The first efficient integration of resolution into such a solver
was done by Billionnet and Sutter [1992] helping them to
solve randomly generated 3-SAT problems with up to 300
variables. Later, Satz [Li and Anbulagan, 1997] used a restricted resolution procedure, adding resolvents of length ≤ 3,
as a first phase process before running the complete backtrack
search. This implementation gave modest performance gains
(around 10%) on random 3-SAT problems, but was very important to the ability of Satz to solve many real-world benchmark problems.
In the incomplete search world, Cha and Iwama [1996]
were the first to use a restricted form of resolution procedure called neighbour resolution, which adds new resolvent
clauses based on unsatisfied clauses at the local minima and
their neighboring clauses. Their study showed that on hard
random 3-SAT formulas, the clause weighting strategy is significantly better with neighbour resolution integrated than
without. More recently, Fang and Ruml [2004] implemented
the same idea along with other techniques in their complete
local search solver, where it provides a slight improvement.
In Algorithm 1, we sketch the resolution process implemented in Satz. When two clauses of a CNF formula have

for each clause c1 of length ≤ 3 in F do
for each literal l of c1 do
for each clause c2 of length ≤ 3 in F s.t. l̄ ∈ c2 do
Compute resolvent r = (c1 \{l}) ∪ (c2 \{l̄});
if r is empty then
return ”unsatisfiable”;
else
if r is of length ≤ 3 then
F := F ∪ {r};
end if
end if
end for
end for
end for

the property that some variable xi occurs positively in one
and negatively in the other, the resolvent of the clauses is a
disjunction of all the literals occuring in the clauses except xi
and xi . For example, the clause (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 ) is the resolvent
for the clauses (x1 ∨x2 ∨x3 ) and (x1 ∨x2 ∨x4 ) and is added to
the clause set. The new clauses, provided they are of length
≤ 3, can in turn be used to produce other resolvents. The
process is repeated until saturation. Duplicate and subsumed
clauses are deleted, as are tautologies and any duplicate literals in a clause. It is worth noting that this resolution phase
takes polynomial time.

3 Adding Resolution to Modern SLS Solvers
The introduction of GSAT [Selman et al., 1992] and many
subsequent SLS variants of WalkSAT [Selman et al., 1994;
McAllester et al., 1997] has caused considerable research interest in modelling hard combinatorial problems into SAT and
applying SLS solvers to find the solutions. The best contemporary solver in the WalkSAT family is AdaptNovelty+
[Hoos, 2002], which is an automated version of Novelty+
[McAllester et al., 1997]. Like other WalkSAT variants, the
performance of Novelty+ critically depends on the setting
of its noise parameter, which controls the greediness of the
search. AdaptNovelty+ addresses this problem by adaptively
tuning its noise level based on the detection of stagnation: it
starts with a 0 noise level. If no improvement in the objective
evaluation value, which is the count of unsatisfied clauses,
has been made after a number of flips, the noise level is increased. As soon as the value of the objective function is
improved over its value at the last change of the noise level,

the noise level is reduced. Experimental results have shown
that this adaptive noise mechanism also works well with other
WalkSAT variants [Hoos, 2002].
Our main observation is that SLS algorithms benefit
markedly from resolution preprocessing. We therefore propose a two-phase SLS algorithm that further improves the
performance of SLS solvers by having extra information from
resolution. In the first stage, such a two-phase algorithm calls
the ComputeResolvents procedure in Algorithm 1 to add resolvent clauses to F and also remove duplicate clauses, the
tautologies, and duplicate literals in a clause. It then run the
SLS solver on the resulting clause set Fr .

4 Contest Implementation
For the SAT 2007 competition, R+AdaptNovelty+ was implemented based on the efficient data structure used in the
UBCSAT framework [Tompkins and Hoos, 2004]. The resolution process was derived from the source code of Satz [Li
and Anbulagan, 1997].
For R+AdaptNovelty+, parameters were set to the default
values of the UBCSAT version of AdaptNovelty+ [Tompkins
and Hoos, 2004], where (Φ, Θ) = (| 51 , 16 |).
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